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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE #4
I can't believe how times flies; it seems as though I was just struggling to write my
last President’s message.
As with all things in this new normal, there is not a lot of events to report on with
your club. That being said, we (your Board of Directors) managed to get in our
Annual Board Meeting, via Zoom which I think went well even if a little long for
some. We managed to keep our east coast Board members up until all most
midnight! The unavoidable consequence of the number of time zones this Country
stretches over.
Thanks to our Breed Standard and Judges Education Committee, for all their hard
work on the proposed new Breed Standard, you will have received and hopefully
voted on by now a Cleaner version of the Breed Standard.
Long overdue thanks, also goes out to our Committee for updating the Hall of
Fame and coming very soon an updated Awards from our Awards Committee. I
believe the next Committee to be struck will be to update Versatility Awards so if
you have an interest in participating, your input is always welcome please let your
area director or me know and we will get your points and ideas heard (even if we
have to stick you on the committee 😉)
Because of the cancellation/postponement of the National Specialty this year, we
are again doing our Annual General Meeting (AGM) by alternative means, we are
having a Zoom Meeting on September 17th. 2020 time and login procedures will
be sent by Bulletin closer to the date.
Keep safe and be well, and let's hope for a speedy return to the old normal!
Bruce Russell
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~ Editor’s Desk ~
Jill Cairns
How did we get to August already? I really don’t know where the summer has
gone. Speaking of gone, I’ve had a few questions about the May issue of the
Leaves not being posted to the website. It is! The current issue of the Leaves will
always be linked to the main page of the GRCC website. When a new issue comes
out, the previous issue will be moved to the Member’s Only archive list.
The past couple of months we have had two amazing GRCC members propose and
then carry out a couple of phenomenal fundraisers for our next National Specialty.
Hats off to Robyn McGonigle for organizing the Virtual National fundraiser. She
raised $1230 for the committee which I’m sure is greatly appreciated. Valerie
Corner organized the 2nd Annual Photo Contest and the entries were stunning. All
winners will be featured in a 2021 calendar available in the next few months. Both
events were a ton of fun and it warms my heart to have members becoming more
and more active as GRCC members.
This issue includes the minutes from the Annual Board Meeting, and you will see
in there that I proposed creating a FB page for GRCC members only. This will
give us a bit more freedom to ask questions, share litter announcements,
educational information etc. and know that our audience is limited. If you are not a
FB person, consider setting up an account for your dog ! and accessing the
member group. You do NOT have to be active on FB to be able to see public
pages. If you have questions or concerns, email me! goldnz@eastlink.ca .
This is a big issue, lots of club business to report – minutes, virtual show and photo
contest results, information on the recent vote regarding breed standard, a feature
on our annual award-winning dogs, and so much more! I may not be the best at
making a newsletter pretty but thanks to many, I have content!
All the best to each of you. . . until next time. . . .
Jill
If you would like to submit anything at all to the newsletter, the deadlines are
November 15, February 15, May 15 and August 15. You can send it along and I
will put it in my files for the next issue!
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OBEDIENCE

reprinted with permission of
the author

THE COMPETITIVE SPIRIT
Are you a competitive handler? Do you want to win? If not, do you resent the people who DO
try to win?
How do you feel about the handlers who seem to win all the time? Does this bother you? How
do you behave towards them? Do you feel you don’t need to congratulate them because (a) they
take their wins for granted, or (b) they will blow you off? How do the top handlers behave
towards you? Do you have the impression they can’t be bothered to talk to anyone who isn’t in
their elite little group? And you top handlers, do you talk to the people who score in the middle
or lower part of the class?
I have been seeing many examples of classy behaviour from the top exhibitors. No doubt
realizing that no one team will win all the time, they shake hands and congratulate each other
when the class is pinned. When you earn your first High in Trial, you can expect to be
congratulated by the high rollers as well as your classmates. If you go on to beat the usual
winners too often, their congratulations may be a little less heartfelt, but there is an unspoken
acknowledgement that you’ve joined their ranks. It’s the handlers you’ve left behind who may
feel your wins have become so numerous you no longer need their support.
This takes us to the question: What’s wrong with being competitive? Well, nothing.
Provided… you aren’t miserable when you lose, and you don’t make everyone else around you
miserable, win or lose. We are talking about good sportsmanship. This isn’t only shaking
someone’s hand and saying congratulations when you miss the HIT by half a point.
Sportsmanship is for everyone. And that includes, if not actually rejoicing in the wins of others,
at least not resenting them. It’s easy to be a good sport when you’re doing well. It’s a lot harder
to show a happy face when you’re struggling for that leg and it seems that everyone around you
is doing well. My hat is off to handlers in a tough situation who manage to be happy for their
friends even though they probably don’t feel much like celebrating. If it’s any consolation, they
do say obedience is “character building”. Of course, if you’ve been in the sport for some years
you may feel you’ve built up enough character by now!
And now we come to the Novice teams. If you earn your C.D. with a High in Trial, should you
immediately retire from the field (and on to Open of course) to give other dogs a chance? Of
course not. Your Novice career is short (depending on how quickly the CKC gets the certificate
to you). What’s wrong with giving your dog a little more ring experience? You have earned the
right to be there just as much as the others. Enjoy it while you’ve got it. And if you can beat
those Open B winning teams with an inexperienced dog, good for you!
I guess it is human nature, but everyone seems to appreciate it more when the HIT’s get spread
around over a weekend. If the same dog wins all four trials, we tend to think this is overkill.
And actually, with the number of competitive dogs we see, it is rare for the same dog to win all
weekend. But when it happens, are you able to be happy for that handler and just enjoy watching
a great team? Well, okay, I have been known to wish that a certain winning dog had had his
“meltdown” on a different weekend, but I do manage to hope everyone will do well (maybe just
6

a half point lower than my dog). This is part of the game. Sometimes we win when we might
not deserve it (the latter point easily forgotten), and sometimes we should win but we don’t (our
memories seem to be better on this point). And sometimes the planets are in alignment, our dog
gives us the routine of a lifetime and we take it all. So, celebrate!
If you’ve upped your game and are starting to win more often, be proud of your achievements. If
you aren’t interested in high scores and have worked hard to earn a title, be just as proud. In any
sport, the better the participants around you, the higher you will aim. This is how the sport
improves and is certainly what has happened in recent years. We have seen great dogs and we
want that combination of happiness and precision.
But if deep in your heart of hearts you find yourself resenting the winners, perhaps it’s time for
some honest self-analysis. The meaning of competition is not to beat only the mediocre. If you
want to win you have to beat the best. But the most important competitor you have to beat is
yourself. Did you and your dog do your best? If you feel you had a great routine, the score and
the placing, while important to some, are not what you should focus on.
One of the things I’ve always loved about obedience is that it has something for everyone.
Whether you’re the type to just get the title without caring about the scores, or the type that
wallpapers the living room with High in Trial rosettes, you can still rejoice in your achievements.
Obedience needs you. I’m very glad you’ve chosen to be in this sport. Hope you stick around.

Gail Wormington
chjasper@colba.net
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BOARD BUSINESS
MOTION 4 (JUNE 2020) – ZOOM MEETING - PASSED
Motion made by Christine Kobler and seconded by Bruce Russell, that the
GRCC approve the expenditure of $160 plus taxes to purchase a Zoom
package to conduct business meetings.
IN FAVOUR
BRUCE RUSSELL

X

CHRISTINE KOBLER

X

CONNIE JOHNSON

X

FRANK MACARTHUR

X

GAIL WORMINGTON

X

JASMINE DEBLOIS

X

JILL CAIRNS

X

KIM SHEEHAN

X

LYNN WALKER

X

PAT BEAULIEU

X

ROB PATERSON

X

WENDY GALT

X

NOT IN
FAVOUR

ABSTAIN
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nce upon a time, in a land not-so-far away, there lived a beautiful soul. He was an
exuberant, handsome, sweet, and strong six-year-old Golden Retriever, named “Kirby.”
Kirby was a very special dog with unlimited potential. His registered name, Coppertop
Sky’s the Limit, said it all. The sky really was the limit for the talent he possessed. That is,
until the day Kirby encountered a particularly nasty tick.
I so wish this had been a fairytale because fairytales have happy endings. Kirby’s story did
not have a happy ending. I also have so many regrets about the 19-month journey we
took together because of that tick. There were so many tiny clues and vague symptoms
that I did not pick up on quickly enough. My only wish is that I had the knowledge at the
beginning of this journey that I have now. With that knowledge, it is quite likely I would
still have my gorgeous Golden boy at my side.
Kirby was truly a remarkable dog. He excelled in everything we did together. He had
such a joyous air about him and loved working with me. We started in obedience
together and Kirby aced his classes. He attained first placements on all legs of every title
that he finished in multiple venues. Kirby entered the GRCA Obedience Dog Hall of
(continued on next page
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Death of a Dream, continued from previous page
Fame upon completing his AKC Utility Dog title, because he
had already accumulated more than the number of Highest
Scoring Dog (HIT) awards required for that honor. He even
went HIT out of the Utility A class the first time he ever stepped
foot in a Utility ring by defeating an Obedience Trial Champion
dog in a run-off. Kirby was the AKC All-Breed Top Open A dog
for 2013. I am so very proud of all that Kirby and I accomplished together. I knew, however, that Kirby was not himself
for all of 2013, but I could not quite put a finger on exactly
what was going on.
I found the tick in late November 2012. I had been using
several popular tick preventatives, but somehow this lone tick
found its way up into the ruff on the front of Kirby’s neck and
slipped under his collar. Because it was under his collar, I did
not see it right away. Kirby was outside in the yard with me
when he started scratching at the front of his collar. I playfully
went over to help him scratch and immediately felt the bump.
After removing the collar, the engorged tick was clearly visible.
It had obviously been there for a day or two. I carefully
removed the tick and saw the angry red and necrotic area
where the tick had been, so I immediately cleaned the area
meticulously with alcohol and Betadine. I felt a sense of dread
and a huge lump forming in my throat. Even though it was one
of the larger, brown dog ticks, which traditionally do not carry
as many diseases as the smaller deer ticks, something was
telling me this was not good. I immediately called my vet and
asked to start Kirby on Doxycycline as a precaution. My vet,
knowing how careful I am about my dog’s health, got the prescription ready. I started Kirby on Doxycycline for 30 days that
very afternoon, thinking that if the tick were carrying any disease, the Doxycycline would take care of it. Little did I know,
that was far from the truth.
In January 2013, just two months after the tick bite, a hot
spot formed just below Kirby’s right ear, not too far from the site
where the tick had been removed. The tick bite I had treated
with Doxycycline was a distant memory, so I believed there
was no way this hot spot could be related. I was very wrong,
but did not put everything together until much later. We live in
Wisconsin, so it was very odd for a hot spot to form in the middle of winter. Kirby had never had any skin or other health
issues to this point, so I took him into our regular vet for treatment. The vet shaved the area and gave me topical antibiotics
and steroid spray to promote healing and control the itching.
Two days later, on a weekend, the hot spot abscessed in a matter of hours. I had no choice but to rush Kirby to an emergency
veterinary clinic. When the abscess site was lanced, it
exploded with pus. A drain was placed in the wound, and we
took Kirby home with instructions to apply hot compresses
every few hours to encourage drainage. With proper care and a
lot of antibiotics, the abscess and hot spot healed over a period
of several weeks. A month and a half later, Kirby developed
another hot spot. We again treated the area, and it healed. Two
months later, he ended up with yet a third hot spot. These two
subsequent hot spots were in different areas. The second hot
spot was near his withers, and the third was lower, on the side
of his abdomen. I remember thinking how curious it was that
Kirby was getting these hot spots when he had never had any
health or skin issues before. I began to wonder if, for some reason, Kirby’s immune system was not functioning at full efficiency, so I started to add immune supplements to his food
every day.
During this entire time, I was actively showing Kirby in AKC

Kirby and Karen earn 7th Place in the Open Division at the AKC
National Classic, Orlando, FL, December 2013. Photo by Pix ‘N
Pages

obedience trials. He had done very well in Novice in 2012 and
we were moving on to Open. Kirby was normally a very consistent performing dog, but his performances were now very up
and down and very inconsistent. I chalked that up to his being
a five-year-old intact male. The shows where he appeared distracted or sluggish were mostly combination conformation and
obedience shows where female dogs in season were often in
the crowd. I found out later that was not the case at all. Kirby
was suffering from the brain fog and body aches that are common symptoms of many tick borne diseases (TBD). Kirby could
be stellar and easily win HIT, and then be flat on the floor two
hours later, so sick that he didn’t care if other dogs walked right
over the top of him. These bizarre and seemingly unrelated
symptoms went on throughout 2013. I was quite surprised
when Bob Self Jr., of Front & Finish magazine, contacted me
with the news that Kirby had attained the top All Breed Open A
dog ranking for 2013. Kirby had been sick the entire time, and
his performances had been very inconsistent. Now I wonder
what we could have accomplished together had he not
encountered that tick. I miss my perfect partner so much. Kirby
was always my very dear friend first, and my performance partner second.
On July 4, 2013, Kirby and I played outside in the yard, and
then I walked up onto the deck where my husband, Rod, was
sitting. Kirby laid down beside me in the shade. He was resting
nicely when I walked into the house to get a cold drink. The
day was warm, but not extremely hot. Rod called out to me in
a very alarmed voice to come back out on the deck. I ran out to
see Rod standing over Kirby, whose right rear leg appeared to
be in spasm. Kirby was conscious, and the spasm only lasted
about two minutes. Since I work in a hospital and have a lot of
medical background, I thought it looked very much like a focal
seizure. It was the Fourth of July, so I had no choice but to
phone the vet service on call instead of my regular vet. I
described what had happened to the on-call vet. She thought it
was not a focal seizure but a spasm from running and playing
in the hot weather. She said I could bring Kirby in for lab tests,
but even if it were a seizure, the incident had passed and there
would be no way to confirm if it had indeed been a focal
seizure or not. I decided to wait and talk to my regular vet
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Death of a Dream, continued from previous page

Kirby and Karen at Flambeau River, WI, September 2013. Photo
by Karen Thompson.

about it the next day. After the incident, Kirby seemed completely normal again. When I talked to my vet about the incident, he agreed that it could have been a focal seizure but it
might have been just a muscle spasm. He thought it best to
keep a close eye on Kirby, and if it happened again, we would
need to address it.
We thought the seizure could have been the result of an
incident a few days earlier when Kirby was chasing a rabbit in
the back yard. He was running full tilt after the rabbit when it
dodged under a huge log swing. The rabbit fit underneath the
swing, but Kirby did not. He hit his upper neck/head area hard
on the swing. My vet thought the right leg spasm could be a
neurological deficit stemming from that accident. He recommended we watch Kirby closely and, if we saw any more leg
spasms, consult a canine chiropractor.
A month passed, and the leg spasm reoccurred. We made
an appointment to see a top canine chiropractor and also had a
complete clinical workup done on Kirby. With cancers rampant
in the Golden Retriever breed these days, I was afraid that Kirby
might have some type of underlying cancer that was causing all
his ailments. All the lab tests and X-rays came back negative
except for his Snap DX 4. It was positive for Anaplasmosis. We
immediately treated with Doxycycline. Kirby did not have any
cancer that we could detect. Since Anaplasmosis was the most
“user-friendly” form of TBD that I knew of, I was not concerned
when Kirby’s SNAP test came back positive. I knew from all my
reading that, in most cases, a mere 14-day treatment with

Doxycycline would eradicate the Anaplasma. It was disturbing,
since I had been very careful about Kirby’s tick prevention and
had not seen any ticks at all. However, deer ticks can be very
small and extremely difficult to find, so we started Kirby on a
30-day regimen of high dose Doxycycline. We thought that
would more than take care of the Anaplasmosis.
Upon examining Kirby, the canine chiropractor made some
necessary adjustments, but was unsure if a neck injury was the
actual cause of the right leg spasms. She did not rule it out
though, and agreed to keep working with Kirby through a series
of every other week appointments. During this time, Kirby did
have subsequent right rear leg spasms, but they did not appear
to be getting more intense or more frequent, so I continued to
work with the canine chiropractor. This chiropractor was also
well-versed in traditional Chinese medicine, so we decided to
change Kirby’s diet and introduce some acupuncture as well,
hoping to alleviate Kirby’s leg spasms. She also felt that Kirby’s
immune system, for whatever reason, had been compromised,
so we started him on specialized immune supplements to
enhance and support his immune system.
Kirby’s performances were becoming more and more up
and down during the fall of 2013. My mentor and trainer
attended a show with me and saw firsthand what I had
described to her. She recommended that I get Kirby’s thyroid
checked. I had been checking Kirby’s thyroid every year via the
“gold standard” through Michigan State University, and it had
always been perfectly normal. Thinking that my trainer might
be right and this could be a thyroid issue, I contacted Dr. Jean
Dodds and sent a blood sample to her. Much to my surprise,
Kirby’s thyroid was slightly low. Dr. Jean Dodds recommended
supplementation with low dose Soloxine. She suspected some
sort of underlying cause for the low thyroid levels. She said that
once the underlying process causing the low thyroid was
worked out, his thyroid function would likely return to normal.
We started the thyroid supplementation according to Dr.
Dodds’ recommendations, but even after six weeks on the supplement and a subsequent normal thyroid lab test, I saw no
improvement in Kirby’s performance. In fact, his performance
was markedly worse. Kirby had qualified for the 2013 AKC
National Obedience Classic in the Open Division, to be held in
December at the Orange County Convention Center in
Orlando, Florida. Kirby was an excellent performing dog, but
he was clearly having huge ups and downs during 2013. That
fall, his performances were a rollercoaster of enormous highs
and extreme lows. Knowing this and still believing that working
with the canine chiropractor would eliminate his rear leg
spasms, we entered the show and planned to attend.
In Orlando, we had entered a few of the obedience preshows in Open B and Utility B. My trainer flew to Orlando to
lend support and coach us. If Kirby was “on” and feeling good,
he was an awesome performing dog. If he was experiencing
one of his downturns, he would barely qualify, but he never
really showed outward signs of illness. Even during the times
when he didn’t qualify, I could tell that Kirby was trying very
hard to do everything right. I knew that something was happening to him that he had no control over because, if he could
have, he would have moved heaven and earth to perform well
for me. He was just that kind of dog. However, when I showed
Kirby for two days in the pre-shows, he could hardly make it
through the classes and did not qualify at all. It was like he just
could not concentrate and would forget what he was doing.
We decided to go ahead and show in the AKC Classic on
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Saturday. Kirby was entered in one class on Saturday and two
on Sunday. If Saturday did not go well, we planned to pull him
and not ask him to perform on Sunday. Kirby was not his usual
precise self, but he did qualify on Saturday. We showed again
on Sunday, and again he was not “on,” but he qualified in both
classes. Much to my amazement, Kirby placed 7th in the Open
Division at the Classic. I knew he was not the same happy, precise dog I had the pleasure of showing the year before, but I still
believed the neck injury from the rabbit incident likely needed
time to heal. Kirby had a lot of heart and it showed over the
weekend at the Classic. We showed again in January at a large
local combination show, and Kirby qualified and won a few
classes, though his performances were not what he was capable of at all. Through all of this, I was frustrated because I knew
the level at which this dog could work, but I never was angry or
upset with Kirby. I could see in his eyes he was trying so very
hard to do his best. Something was preventing him from performing at his best. But what was it?
On a Friday night in late January, my husband and I
attended our training school annual banquet. My sister-in-law
always stays with our dogs anytime we are going to be gone
more than a few hours. While still at the banquet, we called to
let her know we were on our way home. She reported everything was fine. When we arrived home an hour later, Kirby did
not meet us at the door. This was very disturbing and totally out
of character for him. I went down the stairs and found him
standing in the hallway with his head down. It was apparent he
could not move. I immediately ran to him. He licked my face,
but whined when he moved any of his extremities. I thought
this was now looking more and more like a TBD. Since it was
January in Wisconsin, I wondered how he could have come in
contact with a tick? We were careful while in Florida, so I was
confident he did not pick up any ticks down there.
I rushed Kirby to the emergency veterinary clinic. We did a
total work up including blood work and X-rays. I was again
afraid it might be an underlying cancer because the disease is
so rampant in Golden Retrievers. All the test results came back
negative except for the Snap 4 DX. Kirby was positive for
Anaplasmosis yet again. But how could this be? We had just
gone through all of this about two months prior and had treated
with Doxycycline. Could he have picked up a tick on the way
home from Florida and been re-infected? It wasn’t likely, but we
started Kirby on Minocycline this time. I was comforted by the
fact that it was very unlikely an underlying cancer was causing
Kirby’s ailments, but I was also very concerned now about the
persistent Anaplasmosis. I started reading everything I could get
my hands on about TBD.
The following month was relatively benign. To my relief,
Kirby appeared to be feeling much better, so I showed him at a
small show in mid-February. If it had not been for a misstep by
me, Kirby would have had nearly a perfect score in Utility B. I
was ecstatic because my precise, high-performing dog was
back! However, my elation was short-lived. One night a few
weeks later, in early March, just as I was preparing to go to bed,
Kirby had a grand mal seizure. With my medical background, I
knew immediately what I was dealing with and what to do. I
stayed close and comforted him reassuringly until the seizure
subsided. It lasted only about two minutes from beginning to
end, but there was no mistaking what had happened. It was a
full grand mal seizure.
I became frustrated and got very angry. What was going on
with my Kirbster? I felt compelled to get to the bottom of what

was causing his illness and help him feel better. I brought out
all the information that I had been researching, and all the
material friends had sent me regarding TBD. Many of these
documents had links to articles written by experts in the field. I
read them all. I realized that every one of the articles was
authored or co-authored by the same veterinarian, so I dug and
dug and dug until I found his email address. I sat down and
wrote a timeline of Kirby’s symptoms from the very beginning,
starting with the hot spots in January 2013. I shot off an email
with a description of what had been going on with Kirby and
attached Kirby’s timeline of symptoms. Much to my surprise,
the veterinary TBD expert returned my email almost immediately and we began working together to help Kirby. We placed
Kirby back on Minocycline and sent blood samples to the
North Carolina State University Vector Borne Disease Diagnostic Labs for specialized testing.
These specialized tests are now being done by North Carolina State University Galaxy Labs, which is considered to be
the gold standard for testing, and also IDEXX Laboratories. Both
are reliable testing facilities. The test we ran on Kirby was a
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) Comprehensive Tick Panel.
This is a molecular test that looks for bacterial DNA present in
blood samples, and it is a far more valuable tool in diagnosing
TBD than a SNAP test. The SNAP test only indicates antibodies
in the blood, which tells us the dog has been exposed to the
TBD. The SNAP test is still a good screening tool, but it does not
tell us if there is an active infection that needs to be treated. The
PCR test, on the other hand, not only detects actual bacterial
DNA, but can isolate and identify individual strains of a TBD.
Therefore this test does not only confirm an active infection, it
can accurately label the infection(s) as well. These new testing
methods take defining strains of TBD and diagnosis to a whole
new level. They also expedite subsequent appropriate treatment protocols.
Kirby’s PCR Comprehensive Tick Panel came back negative
for all known strains of TBD except, once again, Anaplasma. I
asked how that was possible, since Kirby had been repeatedly
treated for Anaplasma using both high-dose, long-term Doxycycline and, more recently, Minocycline. I learned from working with the veterinary TBD expert that strains of TBD are now
mutating and becoming tetracycline-resistant. This means that
tetracycline alone will no longer be effective against some
strains of TBD. Kirby was infected with one of these new
strains. That is why, even with repeated dosing of Doxycycline
and Minocycline, Kirby got better for awhile each time, but
relapsed within a week or so after treatment. With the clarity
provided by these new test results, we started Kirby on an eightweek combination antibiotic regimen of Minocycline (which
he was already on) and Rifampin. Rifampin is an old antibiotic
that had been mainly used for Tuberculosis in the past. This
combination has been shown to be very effective against these
stubborn resistant TBD infections because both drugs cross the
blood brain barrier easily. Since bacteria from TBD also infects
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), it is very important to rid the CSF of
bacteria as well. The only way to accomplish this is to use
antibiotics that can successfully cross the blood brain barrier
and gain access to the CSF.
I was so happy. I felt that finally, with the help of the TBD
expert and the new combination antibiotic treatment, Kirby
would recover and be fine again. Kirby appears to be the first
documented case of canine resistant TBD in the U.S. We know
there are other cases out there, but none have been docu-
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Death of a Dream, continued from previous page
Kirby started to look and act ill. I asked a veterinarian friend of
mented to date.
mine attending the seminar to take a look at him. She thought
In mid May 2014, a week before Kirby was due to finish
he needed to be seen immediately, and even though it was a
his eight-week antibiotic treatment, we sent blood samples in
Sunday, she recommended I call my regular vet back home. I
again for a repeat PCR. This time, we only tested for
called, and my vet suggested I take Kirby to a very reputable
Anaplasma, as all the other strains had already been effectively
emergency vet clinic in the Twin Cities. He said he would call
ruled out from the first comprehensive PCR test. The PCR test
and give them all the background information while I drove
came back negative for Anaplasma. This was the first time that
over there. I immediately left the seminar with Kirby.
Kirby had tested negative for Anaplasma in over a year. I canWhen we arrived at the emergency vet clinic, Kirby was
not put my elation into words! I planned to rest Kirby for a few
admitted at once. I was told it would be about an hour while
months and let him normalize from the almost constant antibithey ran some tests. That stretched into several hours. During
otic therapy he had endured over the previous year. Then,
the time I spent in the waiting area, I watched as a multitude of
once recovered, we could get back to training! The veterinary
owners brought their dogs in and subsequently had one of the
TBD expert recommended that we draw blood for a Liver Provets come out to give them
file and CBC, and if they
results and send them on their
remained at normal levels, we
way. One of the vet techs evenwould keep Kirby on the antibitually came out to tell me that
otic combination for two more
the vet treating Kirby wanted to
weeks. He said this was in lieu of
talk to me in an exam room,
doing a lumbar puncture and
and I knew immediately that
testing his spinal fluid for bactethe news would not be not
ria. He said there can be lingergood. I have worked in the
ing bacteria in the CSF, even
medical community for years
though the blood is now bacteria
and have seen this scenario
free. We needed to be sure that
many times. I walked into the
all the antibiotics had not damexam room and waited for what
aged Kirby’s liver. Up to that
seemed an eternity. The vet
point, we had been doing labs
entered and gave me the
every few weeks to check his
results. In his opinion, Kirby
liver and blood levels, and they
had a 30-50 percent chance of
had always come back perfect.
making it. I was absolutely
Well, this time his CBC was perstunned! How could this be
fect, but we noticed minute
happening to my beautiful,
changes in two of his Liver Provibrant boy! When we came in,
file levels. My regular vet
I was so sure they were going to
decided to stop the antibiotics
send us home with some meds
since we had gotten the negative
and tell me to contact my reguPCR back. He said if there were
lar vet on Monday.
residual bacteria in the CSF,
The emergency vet then
Kirby’s own immune system
showed me the preliminary lab
would likely be able to eradicate
results. Kirby’s platelet count,
it. We could not take the chance Handsome Kirby entered the GRCA Obedience Dog Hall of
which had been completely
of continuing the antibiotics. So, Fame, June 2013, upon attaining his Utility Dog title.
normal five days earlier, on
finally, Kirby was medication
Tuesday, was now 30,000—
free! Those labs were drawn on
horrifically low. His liver funcTuesday, May 27, 2014.
tion tests were so high they were off the scale. On Tuesday,
Two days later, on Thursday, May 29, I noticed that Kirby
only two levels had been high normal. All the other labs were
was not gulping down his food as he normally did. He was eatperfectly normal. The ER vet explained that somehow there
ing, just not as exuberantly. He seemed totally normal otherwas a two-pronged attack going on in Kirby’s body. Something
wise. That was the day that the Liver Profile and CBC results
was attacking his platelets and his liver. I asked if the repeated
came back, and also the day we took Kirby off the antibiotics.
antibiotic treatment could have damaged his liver and was told
When my regular vet called with the test results and his recno. If the antibiotics were the culprit, we would have seen
ommendation about the antibiotics, I mentioned that Kirby
changes on his liver function tests weeks earlier.
seemed to be off his food a bit. Since he had been on antibiSince this is a critical care equipped ER veterinary clinic
otics for so long, we decided to give him a few days to norstaffed with a team of critical care trained vets 24/7, it is hormalize before we took issue with it. On Friday, May 30, Kirby
rendously expensive. Naturally, they had to go over costs with
was more sluggish about eating and by Saturday evening, May
me before they would begin treatment. I was deeply offended.
31, he would not eat at all. He still seemed relatively normal,
No amount of money was going to stop me from saving Kirby,
perhaps a bit tired, but otherwise fine. Just by chance, we were
so I agreed to their terms, and they started treatment. I was told
in the Twin Cities hosting an obedience seminar that weekend.
we could not see Kirby until later, after they finished more testSunday morning, Kirby bounced into the training center with
ing. I was devastated, but told them to stop at nothing to save
me and greeted everyone. He was still off his food, acting a lithim. At this point, I truly believed Kirby would pull through.
tle more tired, but otherwise normal. By noon on Sunday,
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Death of a Dream, continued from previous page
The staff at the ER clinic said my husband and I could
come back later that evening and spend time with Kirby. I
called his breeders, Terry and Steve Southard, who are also our
very good friends, to tell them what was happening. They said
to call with any changes and were very supportive. When we
returned to visit with Kirby, he looked very sad, but stable, and
we could tell he was very happy to see us. They asked that we
not stay long so that he was more likely to rest. We visited on
and off several times during the evening, and each time Kirby
looked very sick, but stable. I remained hopeful that the morning would bring good news.
Early the following morning, we returned to learn that
Kirby’s platelet count was now down to 7,500. I started to feel
the lump in my throat grow larger. The critical care specialist
asked if there was anything that we had done differently in the
past few weeks, or if there was something toxic that Kirby
could have gotten into. There was nothing…except I had put a
very expensive tick collar on Kirby because I didn’t want to
expose him to any more chemicals, such as topicals that could
not be removed. I wanted him to be chemical free and normalize after all the antibiotic therapy, but I also needed to keep
him safe from ticks. I thought a tick collar would be the most
benign way to do that. I could take it off in the house and only
keep it on him when he was outside. I made that decision
based on what I thought was best for Kirby at the time, but now
I truly regret that decision. I believe the chemicals in that tick
collar played an integral role in the resulting sad chain of
events.
The vets were now certain there was some type of autoimmune disorder attacking both Kirby’s liver and his platelets.
They asked for permission to bombard Kirby with steroids to
stop his body’s inappropriate immune response. I granted that
permission. It is important to note that these vets were well
aware that Kirby’s most recent PCR for TBD came back negative. If the test had shown an active infection, it would not be
wise to begin intensive immunosuppressive therapy. In that
case, the steroids would deactivate Kirby’s immune system
completely and he would have no defense against the
indwelling bacteria. Since the test had come back negative, it
was the only course of therapy we had left that could possibly
save Kirby from his own errant immune system.
My husband and I spent all day at the ER clinic, in the
lobby, in the parking lot, and in visiting with Kirby. I kept
Kirby’s breeders apprised of the situation. Kirby was actually
still strong enough to walk to the exam room to visit with us. I
kept asking myself, “How can this be happening! He can walk
into an exam room but we are slowly losing him.” The critical
care specialist who cared for Kirby stayed well past the end of
her shift to be there for him. She told me they would repeat the
labs at midnight and call with the results. She also encouraged
me to make Kirby a “no code,” which meant if he stopped
breathing or his heart stopped on its own, they would not try
to revive him. It was then that the reality of the situation hit me.
Up to that point, I had continually pushed the thought of losing my beloved boy out of my head. Yes, I knew it was possible, but I would not let myself think that way. When we visited
Kirby again at 10:30 p.m., he was experiencing some bloody
diarrhea. This was likely from stomach erosion due to not eating and the fact that he had very little platelet activity to clot off
the bleeding. He still walked into the exam room to visit with
us. There appeared to be no other positive or negative change.
However, we were told his chances of surviving were less than

one percent now. That was incredibly hard for me to accept as
Kirby walked without assistance into the exam room from the
Critical Care area. Again, I was thinking, “How can this be
happening to Kirby? Can I please wake up from this nightmare
now?” The staff recommended we go back to the hotel and try
to rest a bit. They would call with the midnight lab results.
There was no resting, but we did go back to the hotel.
At 1:28 a.m. my cell phone rang. It was the vet. The midnight labs showed Kirby’s hemoglobin was low and his platelet
count was now zero, which meant he was most likely bleeding
internally. His eosinophil count was also zero, which meant
his immune function was nil, and his liver had ceased to function at all. We needed to come back to the clinic immediately
and make some critical decisions. The vet went on to say that
if it were just the platelets or just Kirby’s liver, they possibly
could have pulled him through. But with the two-pronged
attack his body was waging on itself, it was very difficult to
keep him stable, much less save him. We could still opt to do
a blood transfusion to try to raise his platelets and eosinophil
count, but he would likely go into respiratory distress, have to
be intubated, and placed on a ventilator. His chances of making it were all but gone. I was devastated, broken, and sobbing. I called Terry and Steve, Kirby’s breeders, to give them
the very bad news. I thank God every day for them, because
they somehow talked me into having the strength to make
some very hard decisions for Kirby. It absolutely destroyed me
to do so. I didn’t know how I could ever go back to the clinic
and make those decisions, but I did. I wanted to take Kirby
home, but I was told that he would never make the 100-mile
journey. I spent a great deal of time just lying with Kirby on the
big fluffy blanket they had fashioned on the floor for him. I
held him in my arms and told him what a wonderful boy he
was. I asked him to never really leave me, and I told him how
much I loved him. Then, my beautiful “purple boy” closed his
eyes for the last time. That was the hardest thing I have ever
done in my life. To this day I don’t know where I found the
strength to follow through with what had to be done. It’s been
over three months since I lost Kirby on June 3, 2014, and I still
cannot see through the tears as I write this. I’m still waiting to
wake up from this nightmare.
I know my sweet, sweet Kirby would not want another person or animal to suffer through what he had to endure. It
would truly make him happy if, in telling his story, others
could be spared. A friend asked me to write this article to share
information about these mutating tick borne diseases in honor
of Kirby. It will be years before veterinary protocols change
and treatment options are inclusive of combination antibiotics.
There is no way to know if the infection a dog contracts is tetracycline resistant or not, so we must always err on the safe side.
Most local veterinarians do not have this information yet and
probably will not for several years. That means each individual
owner needs to be well informed and become an active advocate for their canine companions.
Kirby’s loss was actually an entire series of unfortunate
events. First, I didn’t put the intricate puzzle of unrelated
symptoms together quickly enough. If I had, I might have been
able to save him. I regret that very much. I’m smarter than that.
Why didn’t I figure things out before it was too late? It has
made my life a living hell. I will have to learn to live with
myself and hopefully, in time, I will be able to find some
peace. Second, neither my regular vet nor I had any idea this
persistent Anaplasma infection could be tetracycline resistant.
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We just did not have the information. That information alone
may have saved Kirby’s life because we started treatment the
very day I found the tick. Then, the correct antibiotics would
have been administered well within the necessary seven-day
treatment window. And third, since Anaplasma was always
termed the most “user-friendly” of the TBDs because it is normally easily eradicated with just a 14-day regimen of tetracycline, I did not take it seriously enough. Little did I know there
are now several strains of Anaplasma out there, and one is a
particularly silent and deadly strain.
I have also recently learned that, a few years back, several
strains of TBD were reclassified. One of the most deadly strains
of TBD was always known as Granulocytic Ehrlichiosis. That
extremely noxious strain was recently reclassified as
Anaplasma Phagocytophilum. That information definitely
could have played a huge part in saving Kirby’s life had my vet
or I been aware of it, because this is the strain that Kirby had.
Not only did Kirby have a deadly strain of TBD, but it was a
tetracycline resistant form of that strain, as well. That is why
Kirby’s SNAP tests consistently came back as positive for
Anaplasma, even after he had been treated multiple times with
Doxycycline and Minocycline.
Anaplasma Phagocytophilum, formerly known as Granulocytic Ehrlichiosis, is particularly deadly because from the
time it is transmitted, the host has only about seven days to be
treated with appropriate antibiotics. If not treated within that
window, the bacteria will go into a subclinical stage and hide
in the spleen, bone marrow, and other organs. The likelihood
of eliminating this organism with antibiotics decreases dramatically once it settles in. In fact, once it reaches the subclinical
stage, it is nearly impossible to treat effectively. It may be possible to control it, but treatment will likely not cure it. From the
spleen and bone marrow, the bacterium effectively depletes
the host’s immune system by inhibiting white blood cells from
reaching maturity before they are released in the blood stream.
Immature white blood cells cannot function efficiently, and the
immune system is decimated. This was the cause of Kirby’s hot
spots and the other ailments that plagued him. All of Kirby’s
symptoms began about two months after transmission and
about 30 days after he came off the Doxycycline. The constant
underlying bacterial infection causes widespread inflamma-

tion throughout the entire host body. This is what caused
Kirby’s lowered thyroid function. Over time, the constant
inflammation poses many health issues. In Kirby’s case, this
constant inflammation caused an autoimmune disease that lay
quietly waiting for something to trigger it into action. I believe
Kirby’s trigger was the tick collar I put on him. Once triggered,
the autoimmune attack works very quickly. The time from
when Kirby first began to look ill until the time I lost him was
less than 36 hours. It was the most horrific 36 hours of my life.
Please share this information. The tick population is currently exploding all across the U.S. and internationally, as well.
New TBDs are being discovered all the time. We need to be
well-equipped and informed ourselves, so we can be effective
advocates for our precious furry friends and for each other.
There are many documented human cases of this particular
TBD, as well. In humans, it is referred to as Human Granulocytic Ehrlichiosis, or HGE. Some of these human cases did
recover, only to develop different cancerous conditions a few
years later and ultimately succumb to those. TBD is currently a
huge multi-faceted health concern for all creatures in all parts
of the country. Those who are fortunate enough to survive are
sometimes doomed to endure horrible symptoms that come
and go randomly. Research is ongoing now as to the correlation between previous TBD infections and certain common
cancers and other dreadful disorders. I believe the incessant
widespread inflammation caused by TBD does indeed lay the
groundwork for many debilitating and life-threatening disease
processes.
Thanks so much to each and every one of you for taking
the time to read this article. It was not easy for me to write. It
took three entire months to get to the point that I could put any
of this information down on paper because it was like I was
waiting to wake up from a terrible dream. Writing this article
makes Kirby’s death all too real. Unfortunately, it is real and it
did happen. My hope now is that Kirby and I can save others
from a similar tragic fate. I can’t think of a better way to honor
my beautiful boy.
One last thing, I would like to thank you on Kirby’s behalf,
as well. I am quite confident by reading this article, you have
just made him smile.❖
Approved by the Editorial Review Board.
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BABY PUPPY DOG: (3 ENTERED)
1. KAVON’S HOLD YER HORSES
2. GCH EIRENE’S CHASE N CHICKS
3. SHARELLA’S NEXT LEVEL
4. NO ENTRY
JUNIOR PUPPY DOG: (6 ENTERED)
1. AMBERTRU’S BLACKPOOL D’FY N GRAVITY
2. GRAYVALLEY FOREVER MINE
3. VERDORO’S DERING HARBOR
4. CH EIRENE’S HUCKLEBERRY FINN
SENIOR PUPPY DOG: (2 ENTERED)
1. KENRO’S VEGAS STRIKES AGAIN
2. REBEL IN DA HOUSE RUSTY LOVE
3. NO ENTRY
4. NO ENTRY
12-18 MONTH DOG: (3 ENTERED)
1. GRAYVALLEY SOME LIKE IT HOT
2. OSOGOLD’S CLOVER
3. OSOGOLD’S SCHOOLS OUT FOR SUMMER
4. NO ENTRY
BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG: (1 ENTERED)
1. CH YBFGOLDENS CHAIN REACTION
2. NO ENTRY
3. NO ENTRY
4. NO ENTRY
OPEN DOG: (6 ENTERED)
1. GOLDPAW’S EAST COAST SUN
2. MADISON’S A NEW BEGINNING
3. MBPISS SPLENDID’S LUMINARY
4. GRAYVALLEY KING OF THE CASTLE
WINNERS DOG: GOLDPAW’S EAST COAST SUN
RESERVE WINNERS DOG: AMBERTRU’S BLACKPOOL D’FY N GRAVITY
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VETERAN DOG 7-10 YEARS: (10 ENTERED)
1. MBIS MPIS CAN GCH AM CH COSMICS PLAYING FOR KEEPS, SDHF, RN, PCD
2. GCH GOLDENMOMENTS STERLING BLUE
3. BBPIG GCH COLTAN’S STRIKE IT RICH, TDI
4. GCH MELIAGOLD’S THANK YOU MY FRIEND
VETERAN DOG 10-12 YEARS: (1 ENTERED)
1. CH COLTAN’S KING OF SONORA, PCD, WC, CD, VC, TDI, CGN, CDX, AM CD, AM CGC
2. NO ENTRY
3. NO ENTRY
4. NO ENTRY
VETERANN DOG 12+ YEARS: (2 ENTERED)
1. BPIS BPISS HOLLYKINS ALL THE RITE REASONS, OS, CGN, RN, WC
2. BISS BIS GLYNSPUR CLASSICAL MAXX, OS, SDHF
3. NO ENTRY
4. NO ENTRY
GUN RETRIEVER DOG: (6 ENTERED)
1. AM BISS GCH CAN BIS GCHX GOLDSTREAK HOLLYKINS SPORT SLT, SDHF, WC, CGN
2. CH GOWRIELEA AS FUR AS WE CAN GO, CDX, JH, WCI
3. TIDEWATERS FALL GUY, WC, CGC, CD, RI, TD, JH, DD
4. BPIS BPISS HOLLYKINS ALL THE RITE REASONS, OS, CGN, RN, WC
ALTERED DOG: (1 ENTERED)
1. GCH EMERY’S GUMBO YA YA
2. NO ENTRY
3. NO ENTRY
4. NO ENTRY
STUD DOG: (3 ENTERED)
1. AM CAN CH HARMONY’S MOONDANCE
2. GCH THORNYWAIT PAPARAZZI
3. GCH YBFGOLDENS OPEN ARMS
4. NO ENTRY
BABY PUPPY BITCH: (7 ENTERED)
1. CHUCKANUT’S SOMETHING SPECIAL
2. POWDERHORN CAUSING A RACQUET
3. CH BRIO ALOHAMOTION, CCA, WC
4. KAVON N MCGUINNESS HOPE FLIES
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JUNIOR PUPPY BITCH: (6 ENTERED)
1. AM CAN GCH BRIO’S HOTSICLE, CCA
2. BRAEFIELD SHUTTERBUG
3. SCION BEGOLD MOONSTRUCK, WC
4. VERDORO’S I’VE GOT YOU BABE
12-18 MONTH BITCH: (3 ENTERED)
1. JAAD JUST A RUMOUR
2. QUYEN’S MAGICAL QUCINDA
3. OSOGOLD’S UNBELIEVABLE
4. NO ENTRY
BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH: (5 ENTERED)
1. CAN AM CH EIRENE’S SECRET GARDEN, RN, CCA
2. REDGOLD’S SKYFALL, JH, WC
3. BEAUGOLDENS DREAMS COME TRUE
4. BEAUGOLDENS GOTTA HAVE FAITH
OPEN BITCH: (7 ENTERED)
1. BRANDEGOLD DREAMIN IN THE BREEZE, ATD
2. BRAEFIELD TILTED KILT
3. REDGOLD WILD THING
4. BEAUGOLDENS DREAMS COME TRUE
WINNERS BITCH: CAN AM CH EIRENE’S SECRET GARDEN, RN, CCA
RESERVE WINNERS BITCH: BRANDEGOLD DREAMIN IN THE BREEZE, ATD
VETERAN BITCH 7-10 YEARS: (6 ENTERED)
1. GCH SPIRITRIDER CARD TO COPPERMOON, RN, CGN, THD
2. GCHX TCH DOCMAR’S JUST DON’T GIVE A D’AMN, CD, RE, AGN
3. ARROWSFLIGHT PRETTY PAIGE, PCD, RI, CGN, THD
4. CH KAVON’S MACINTOSH TOFFEE
VETERAN BITCH 10-12 YEARS: (5 ENTERED)
1. AM BISS AM CAN CH SPLENDID’S ART ANGEL, CAN AM OD, CAN CGN
2. CH CREEKSIDEFRM’S CANDY LAND
3. CH TASHORA I BELIEVE
4. CH BRAEFIELD’S FORGET ME NOT
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VETERAN BITCH 12+ YEARS: (5 ENTERED)
1. BVISS BISS CH DUCAT WATERMARK REDOG’S SAGE, SDHF
2. CH VERDORO’S KISS N TELL
3. CH SPLENDID’S NORTHERN DANCER, RE, CGN
4. CAN AM CH EIRENE’S SUNKIST
FIELD RETRIEVER BITCH: (2 ENTERED)
1. REDGOLD’S SKYFALL, JH, WC
2. CH OTCH GMH NMH ZANIRI OLIVE THAT N MORE, WCX, VHOF, VCX
3. NO ENTRY
4. NO ENTRY
GUN RETRIEVER BITCH: (3 ENTERED)
1. SCION BEGOLD MOONSTRUCK, WC
2. CH BRIO ALOHAMOTION, CCA, WC
3. REDGOLD’S SKYFALL, JH, WC
4. NO ENTRY
ALTERED BITCH: (2 ENTERED)
1. CANZA’S WALKIN ON SUNSHINE, CD, RN
2. KAVON’S CRÈME BRULE, CDX, RN
3. NO ENTRY
4. NO ENTRY
BROOD BITCH: (4 ENTERED)
1. AM BISS AM CAN CH SPLENDID’S ART ANGEL, CAN AM OD, CAN CGN
2. BRAEFIELD TILTED KILT
3. GCHX TCH DOCMAR’S JUST DON’T GIVE A D’AMN, CD, RE, AGN
4. AM CAN CH HARMONY’S AFTER EIGHT, OD
GENERATIONAL: (1 ENTERED)
1. CH BRAEFIELDS STORYBROOK GARDEN/CH BRAEFIELD’S FORGET ME NOT/CH BRAEFIELD PERIWINKLE
2. NO ENTRY
3. NO ENTRY
4. NO ENTRY
BRACE: (3 ENTERED)
1. GCH SPIRITRIDER CARD TO COPPERMOON, RN, CGN, THD/GCH COPPERMOON SM’ORLAGH BUG, RN, CGN
2. GCH CANZA’S HERE COMES THE SUN, RI, NTD/GCH CANZAS SPARKLING ROSIE
3. GCH COPPERMOON ANGEL OF MANASLU, CGN, RI, TT, ATD, TDI/QUILASUN A STAR IN THE SKYE, ATD
4. NO ENTRY
SPECIALS DOG CUTS: (37 ENTERED)
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CH GOWRIELEA AS FUR AS WE CAN GO, CDX, JH, WCI
GCH GOLDENMOMENT’S SWEET BABY JAMES
AM AUST CH CAN GCH FANTANGO TO THE MOON AND BACK, PCD, RN
GCH THORNYWAIT PAPARAZZI
GCH KENRO’S NORTHERN CARDINAL
GCH AMBERTRU’S I’LL CALL ‘M GEORGE
GCH EIRENE’S CHASE N CHICKS
MBVIS AM CAN CH SUMMITS CHANDLER BING
MBIS MPIS CAN GCH AM CH COSMICS PLAYING FOR KEEPS, SDHF, RN, PCD
CH AVALOR’S FALL-O THE SUN
CH COLTAN’S KING OF SONORA, PCD, WC, CD, VC, TDI, CGN, CDX, AM CD, AM CGC
BISS AM GRCHS CAN GCH SUMMIT’S GAME SET MATCH, CGC, TKS, CGN, RN
GCH MELIAGOLD’S THANK YOU MY FRIEND
GCH INT’L CH YBF ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS, RN, NTD, CGN
CH NORTHSYDE’S I’M SEXY N I SNOW IT, TD
GCH GRAYVALLEY’S WALKING TALL, CGN
AM BISS GCH CAN BIS GCHX GOLDSTREAK HOLLYKINS SPORT SLT, SDHF, WC, CGN
AM CAN CH HARMONY’S MOONDANCE
SPECIAL BITCH CUTS: (28 ENTERED)
AM CAN GCH BRIO’S HOTSICLE, CCA, SDHF
CH KENRO’S SOUTHERN BELLE
CH SUMMITS GOLDEN SLAM PRINCESS, TKA
CH OTCH GMH NMH ZANIRI OLIVE THAT N MORE, WCX, VHOF, VCX
GCH SPIRITRIDER CARD TO COPPERMOON, RN, CGN, THD
GCH TCH NORTHSYDE’S TRUST SNOW ONE, RN
GCH MTCH NORTHSYDE N’DOCMAR FLYIN’ SOLO, RN
CH HOLLYKINS SIMPLY MARVELOUS
MULTI BIS CH HOLLYKINS WYNCORA DEN TO YYC
MPISS CH HARMONY’Z B’WITCHED, CGN
AM CAN CH HARMONY’S AFTER EIGHT
CH HARMONY ICANDY
AM GCH HARMONY’S DESIGNED TO THE NINES
CH HARMONY LUV POTION NUMBER NINE
AM BISS AM CAN CH SPLENDID’S ART ANGEL, CAN AM OD, CAN CGN
CH HARMONY’S AFTER MIDNIGHT
CH SPLENDID’S NORTHERN DANCER, RE, CGN
CH JACKSON’S STAR AT GRAY VALLEY, CGN
CH AMBERTRU’S QUYEN QUINTESSENTIAL
CH AMBERTRU’S OVER YOU
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BEST OF BREED/BEST VETERAN: AM BISS AM CAN CH SPLENDID’S ART ANGEL, CAN AM OD, CAN CGN
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX: GCH EIRENE’S CHASE N CHICKS
BEST OF WINNERS: GOLDPAW’S EAST COAST SUN
BEST PUPPY: AM CAN GCH BRIO’S HOTSICLE, CCA, SDHF
SELECT DOG: BISS AM GRCHS CAN GCH SUMMIT’S GAME SET MATCH, CGC, TKS, CGN, RN
SELECT BITCH: AM CAN GCH BRIO’S HOTSICLE, CCA, SDHF
BEST BABY PUPPY: KAVON’S HOLD YER HORSES
BEST GUN RETRIEVER: AM BISS GCH CAN BIS GCHX GOLDSTREAK HOLLYKINS SPORT SLT, SDHF, WC, CGN
BEST FIELD RETRIEVER: REDGOLD’S SKYFALL, WC, JH
BEST STUD DOG: AM CAN CH HARMONY’S MOONDANCE
BEST BROOD BITCH: AM BISS AM CAN CH SPLENDID’S ART ANGEL, CAN AM OD, CAN CGN
BEST ALTERED: GCH EMERY’S GUMBO YA YA
BEST BRACE: GCH SPIRITRIDER CARD TO COPPERMOON, RN, CGN, THD/GCH COPPERMOON SM’ORLAGH
BUG, RN, CGN
BEST GENERATIONAL: CH BRAEFIELDS STORYBROOK GARDEN/CH BRAEFIELD’S FORGET ME NOT/CH
BRAEFIELD PERIWINKLE
AWARD OF MERITS:
CH GOWRIELEA AS FUR AS WE CAN GO, CDX, JH, WCI
GCH GOLDENMOMENT’S SWEET BABY JAMES
GCH THORNYWAIT PAPARAZZI
MBVIS AM CAN CH SUMMITS CHANDLER BING
MBIS MPIS CAN GCH AM CH COSMICS PLAYING FOR KEEPS, SDHF, RN, PCD
GCH MELIAGOLD’S THANK YOU MY FRIEND
GCH MTCH NORTHSYDE N’DOCMAR FLYIN’ SOLO, RN
MULTI BIS CH HOLLYKINS WYNCORA DEN TO YYC
AM CAN CH HARMONY’S MOONDANCE
CH HARMONY’S AFTER MIDNIGHT
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The CDJA Bursary is designed to aid a student in their quest to further their
education beyond secondary school. The intent is to support post-secondary
education at a University, College or Technical school level.
The applicant should be a full-time student and enrolled or approved for
enrolment at a University, College or Technical school. The applicant would have
been involved in the sport of purebred dogs for a minimum of two (2) years,
whether it is Conformation or Performance events as sanctioned by the
Canadian Kennel Club.
Currently the Bursary is for $1000. Deadline for submission is August 31st.
All qualified applicants are welcome to apply - application form is attached or can
be obtained from the CDJA website (www.dogjudge.com) under About CDJA
>CDJA Bursary Fund.
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~ Alberta Director~
Lynn Walker
Well I have to say it has been an interesting summer. With COVID 19 it has meant
no dog shows. I know I have missed seeing everyone and also getting my dogs out
as well.
What I have seen is an increase in people trying to do other things with their
dogs. I know Barn Hunt is back with trials, some agility and nose work has been
popular.
As I live in a rural town and work as a nurse, I have not been leaving town to
participate in out of town activities at this time but still wanted to do something
with my dogs.
So trick dog titles it is. I thought I would give a little information for those who
may not know or realize that they can do this at home with their dogs.
First you can get the information on CKC site or go to domorewithyourdog.com
site and you can find all the info you need to work on your novice, intermediate,
advance and expert levels. Sounds overwhelming...It isn’t…a few things you
should know. You need 15 tricks for Novice but if you do an intermediate,
advance or expert trick you can use that for 2 points of the 15. Let’s say that you
did an expert trick. So that’s 2 points towards your Novice but it is also a point for
your intermediate, advance and expert as well. So, you can use the same trick 4
times.
So now it doesn’t seem as daunting I bet. Also have a look at those tricks, the
obedience people will love them, sit, down, stand, recalls, stay, jump and recall
etc. All of these most of your dog’s already know.
These titles are CKC sanctioned and so you can apply for the title. You first have to
video tape your dog and you doing the tricks and then submit them to an
instructor who will mark them and let you know if you need to redo any or if you
have passed. Then you register them with domorewithyourdog and you will
receive your certificate that you can now submit to CKC for their title.
I want to challenge each of you to work on your Novice titles and if you need any
help or have questions just drop me a line @ lynnparanurs@gmail.com
Have fun with your dogs
Lynn Walker, Director of Alberta for GRCC
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Virtual National Fundraiser
2020
With COVID 19 our National that was to be held in Calgary, AB was
cancelled. Now we are continuing to plan for next summer and yes it will be
held in Calgary, AB 2021.
So, for this year a virtual National was held as a fund raiser and raised
$1230.00 toward next year’s National.
I want to thank all of you for your participation and I hope you all enjoy
looking thru the lovely catalog.
I also want to thank Robyn McGonigle who single handedly ran this event
and organized everything.
Also, a thank you to the judges who also donated their time and expertise.
Judges were Anik Primeau, Honey Glendinning, and Penny Lewis.
I really hope everyone had fun participating and what a lovely example of
our breed.
Let’s hope next year that we are all there in person
Lynn Walker
GRCC Director of Alberta
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~ Membership Report~
Jane Christy
Welcome to the following NEW members for 2020
Ellie Beals & David Skinner, ON
Karen Fiege, AB
Shannon Sanfilippo, BC
Ethan & Logan Ross-deWeerd, ON
Sean Sharpe, BC
Kerri Christman, ON
Judy Holroyd, MB
Karen McKortel, ON
The following members have completed their Provisional year and become
Ordinary members
Paul & Riita Page, ON
Karen & Angela Donelle, ON
Jennifer & Sydney Cameron, ON

Treasurer’s Report
Wendy Galt

Greetings from British Columbia. Needless to say, it has been an almost silent
dog event summer due to everything being cancelled. Hoping for a turnaround
in events in 2021.
The GRCC funds are currently $42,407.73
Cheers,
Wendy Galt
GRCC Treasurer
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Can CH MOTCH Albanor Moonbeam Me Up RE WCI JH GRCC
VCX (October 27, 2004- August 11, 2020) "SCOTTY"

Just 2 months shy of his 16th birthday Scotty told me he was too tired to go on. The
strength of his massive spirit was no longer supported in his aging, failing body. He was
the last of our special Moon litter.
Born into my hands on a red lunar eclipse he caught my eye at about 4 or 5 weeks old, there
was just something about him that called out to something in me. From that point on I just
knew we would be partners. Scotty was so easily trained I joked he had been here
before. Alert, eager, bomb-proof, easy going, gentle, kind, confident and reliable Scotty
never once let me down (oh yeah, there was that pee on a decoy thing in the field but we
were both novices so....). He was so good at what he did he made me look like I knew what
I was doing. When I doubted he showed me those doubts were groundless and that he had
it in the bag.
He was ready for anything I threw at him, happy to be challenged. He was a "thinker", he
seemed to reason things out with little help from me. He was so solid and dependable I
could take him everywhere and anywhere and he handled each situation with dignity and
honour. We had a partnership built on deep trust and respect, I was never his handler, he
didn't need handling. A true Golden inside and out and a really, really Good Boy.
A moonbeam, from the stars to the stars. I loved him every minute of his time here - I miss
him every minute now.
Aileen
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GRCC 2019 ANNUAL AWARD WINNERS
OBEDIENCE
Paul Jacobsen Memorial Trophy (Top Novice B)
Winner: Mary Shillabeer with Zaniri Say No More CD WC JH
“Morley” (Canoro's Just Add Water CDX WCI MH RN x HRCH UH; CH OTCH GMH
NMH Zaniri Olive That N More WCX MH25; GRCC VHOF VCX; Am ** WCX CCA) Is a
natural obedience dog. She earned her CD qualifying in four trials in two day with
scores of 198 ½, 197 ½, 198 ½ and 197 ½ (with a -2 for a no sit!), winning HIT in all four
trials. She also won the Novice B class at the GRCA National in California, in October
2019. She is fun and animated, and a joy to be in the obedience ring with. Morley
earned her Senior Hunter this summer and is a wonderful upland hunter. We look
forward to getting back into the obedience ring…whenever that might be!
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Bar-Nic Trophy (Highest Combined Open & Utility)
Winner: Louise Bastien with GMOTCH Audeo's Road to Razzmatazz
Razz had a wonderful year competing in 2019 in both Canada and the United States.
Razz has matured into this well balanced, smart, happy girl.
She is a great partner where our relationship is the heart of our team.
Razz started the 2019 season in April with a CDX and obtained her OTCH, her OTCHX,
her MOTCH and her GMOTCH by the end of the season, early November 2019
We showed in the States at the same time and again she went from a CDX to a UD and
then qualified in both Open & Utility at 10 different shows to obtain her UDX, all this
within a few months.
We came in third at the American Eastern Regional and got an invite to the prestigious
NOC (National Obedience Championship)
She obtained 25 HITs and three 200 scores in her 2019 season for a total of 50 HITs
and seven 200´s
Because of Covid 19 she has had the best summer vacation, she is a strong swimmer
and loves to run in the woods. Fortunately, I have a good friend that can offer both, a
beautiful pond and trails in the woods.
Thank you Sue!!
We are lucky!

Super Dog Trophy (Highest 5 Scores Open/Utility)
Winner: Louise Bastien with GMOTCH Audeo's Road to Razzmatazz
CH MOTCH Fyreglo’s First N Foremost WC Memorial Trophy (High OTCHX/MOTCH)
Winner: Louise Bastien with GMOTCH Audeo's Road to Razzmatazz
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Tess ‘N’ Katie Trophy (Top Utility B)
Winner: Louise Bastien with GMOTCH Audeo's Road to Razzmatazz
Goldensport Trophy (Top Open B)
Winner: Louise Bastien with GMOTCH Audeo's Road to Razzmatazz
VERSALITY
J. P. Crawley Memorial Trophy
Winner: Lori Lancaster with GCHEX MOTCH AGMCH AGMCHS Goldcker
A Boat Turn JH WCI UTD TD XP AGSC JTX RA CGN
Knot is very pleased with himself to receive the J.P. Crawley for Versatility and the
Cedarcroft Perpetual Trophy for Top Stud Dog again for 2019. He is so very proud of all
of his kids for earning Titles last year! He is full of energy and not ready for this forced
early retirement this year. So, he is sure hoping to still be able to play again in the not
too distant future and reunite with the amazing friends he has met over the years,
before he gets any more grey hairs!
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Gibson Memorial Trophy
Winner: Mary Shillabeer with CH OTCH GMH NMH Zaniri Olive That N
More WCX
“Oli” (CH GMOTCH GMH Zaniri's Piece By Piece WCX RM; GRCC VCX OS; Am UD
WCX** CCA VC OS x HR WR; MOTCH GMH Zaniri Goldngun Keen4Anything WCX
OD; Am CCA OD) We are honoured to have won the Gibson Memorial Trophy which is
offered for versatility in all fields. “Oli” has been a dream come true for a
breeder/owner/handler. She is the complete package; beauty, brains and talent. In
2018, in a three-month period from the end of May to early August, Oli earned her
GMH, OTCH and CH. 2019 was a great year too, where she surpassed the 500 HRC
points milestone (now at 650) and qualified at the Canadian National Master Hunt
Test. In October 2019, we traveled to the GRCA National in California where she
showcased her versatility by earning a RCM in the Qualifying Field Trial, 2nd place in
Novice B obedience, 2nd place in her Novice Bitch conformation class and passed the
WCX, earning a GRCA Triathlon Award. Oli is up for any game, but her favourite is
pheasant hunting. She is a complete joy to train, run and live with. We hope to
complete her MOTCH and reach the pinnacle of 1000 HRC points…when trials and
tests are back on track.
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2019 GRCC ANNUAL AWARDS – RESULTS
BREED
Ambercroft Perpetual Trophy
Winner: Lori Lancaster with CH AGMCH Goldcker Touk Can Play That
Game JH WCI CDX XP JTX CGN
We are super proud of our girl receiving again the 2019 Ambercroft Perpetual Trophy
for top Brood Bitch. Having only one litter, we are amazed and so very proud of our
puppy owner’s accomplishments. Especially those with their first ever Goldens! Touk
earned a couple of US titles in 2019 and we are hoping we aren’t quite done yet. She is
still full of energy and loves nothing more than hunting those annoying destructive
gophers.

Cedarcraft Perpetual Trophy
Winner: Lori Lancaster with GCHEX MOTCH AGMCH AGMCHS Goldcker
A Boat Turn JH WCI UTD TD XP AGSC JTX RA CGN
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SHOW
Forget-Me-Not Perpetual Trophy (Top Show Golden)
Winner: Mary Bluechardt with BISS RBPIS MBBPIS GCH Meliagold Thank
You My Friend
We would like to thank our breeder and dear friend Meliagold Golden Retrievers Lynne McGregor and Joseph McDonald for our beautiful ‘copper’ boy Humber. We
would also like to thank all the judges who have acknowledged and awarded Humber
since his double BBPIS debut right through to his BIS, BISS, and BOSS wins, we are
grateful. We must also thank handlers Tory Clark and Chelby Marling for such beautiful
presentation of our boy, time and time again. His BOSS at the 2019 GRCC in Nova
Scotia was an exciting win for us all. When we brought him home from Ontario to West
Coast Newfoundland yearly 8 years ago, we could not have even anticipated such
success in the show ring. This athletic, driven, kind, and compassionate boy, is beyond
what we could have imagined. To our friends and supporters both in and outside of the
ring, thank you. And lastly to our Humber, our Veteran, we are so proud of you.
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Shadywell Perpetual Trophy (Top Best of Opposite Sex)
Winner: Heather Jardine with GCHEX Polarsky’s Twinkle Little Star CGN RI PCD
MBIS. MBISS. MRBIS. MBPIS. MBPISS. GChEx. Polarsky's Twinkle Little Star RI.
PCD. CGN. NTD. OD. SDHF
Wins the BOS award. Twinkle is a once in a lifetime kind of dog. 10 BIS, 5 BISS's and
5 RBIS's. She is a dream to show as she loves life. There is no stopping
her. Hopefully she will be back out in the Fall for more performance titles. Twinkle has
won the GRCC Top Puppy Award, Top Dog Award twice so only fitting she took a break
to raise a litter last year and come out for a few shows later in the year. She is not only
a top show dog she is also has the smarts and drive for performance work. She is the
second youngest dog in Canadian History to obtain her GChEx title. She is my shadow
and makes me look like I know what I am doing in the ring:)
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Tammy Perpetual Trophy (Top Show Puppy)
Winner: Heather Jardine with CH Jackson’s A Star is Born
"Ally"
Ally is the second recipient of the Blackpool Award for BBPIS. She is also from the
second litter of Twinkles. Twinkle's daughter from her first litter was the very first
recipient to win the award. Ally also wins the Best Puppy award for the year. We are so
proud of Ally accomplishments for such a short year of showing.

Blackpool Best Baby Puppy of the Year
Winner: Heather Jardine with CH Jackson’s A Star is Born

~ Quebec Director ~
Gail Wormington
I find I don’t have that much to say this month. (Bet you never thought you’d hear me say
THAT, right?)
Well, the good thing about summer is that we can all get out with our dogs and do stuff. Now
that I have been training again for the last couple of months, I am more motivated and feeling a
lot happier. Working with the dogs is very therapeutic; I feel very sorry for people who don’t
have this outlet. A lot cheaper than therapy! And life feels normal again while we are training.
I am really hoping we will be able to get back to indoor training this fall, even though it might
have to be a bit different and more controlled.
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Now some good news! BIG HUGE THANKS to Robyn McGonigle for organizing the Virtual
Dog Show as a fundraiser for next year’s National. I hadn’t planned to enter (dogs weren’t
groomed, I don’t have good photos of them, etc.) but as soon as I heard my groomer was able to
groom (and believe me, even without a show I was BEGGING her to at least do Fargo… those
stinky boy dogs…) then I started begging her to take a few pictures for me as well. The idea of
any kind of dog show, even a virtual dog show for entertainment purposes only, was just too
much fun to ignore. There were PRIZES! There was a catalogue with PICTURES! And it was
worth the cost of the entry just to see the photos of the Exhibition Only entries! Thank you,
Robyn, for taking on this project and turning it into something even better than I had thought it
could be. And thank you to everyone who participated. Robyn was able to raise $1,230 (!!!) for
the host club for next year’s National. Wow!!! Robyn, I think someone owes you a drink!
(Next year. At the National. See me.)
A big THANK YOU also to Val Corner for again organizing the annual (at least I hope it is now
going to be annual) PHOTO CONTEST. I haven’t seen the results yet, but if they are anything
like last year’s you should all sign up now to get copies of the 2021 calendar. (And start taking
photos for next year!)
Thank you again, Robyn and Val. These were both great projects, not only as fundraisers, but
also as a way to get people involved together and enjoying their dogs.
More good news. After a lot of hard work, and a long… long… time working on the project, the
Committee to Update the Annual Awards has finished their job. I can’t give you the results yet,
as this has just gone to the Board to be reviewed, discussed and voted on, but I am just SO
HAPPY. Thank you so much to my committee, Jill Cairns, Esther Cox, Laureen Kinney, Lori
Lancaster, Aileen Murray, Michele Tuominen and Bruce Russell. Once everything has been
finalized, I will certainly let you know. (And ofcourse the website will be amended at that
point.) My memory is a little fuzzy on this next point, but I believe Our Esteemed President has
promised to send each of you a toaster in appreciation for all your hard work. (I’ll have to check
on this and get back to you.)
Unfortunately, some sad news. Deepest sympathy to Aileen Murray on the loss of her wonderful
boy, Scotty. (Ch MOTCh Albanor Moonbeam Me Up, RE WCI JH VCX). Scotty was one of
those dogs we all dream about. Easy to train, fast to learn, willing to do anything for Aileen, and
on top of that a happy outgoing loves-everyone temperament. A true ambassador for the breed,
but I think he will be remembered mostly for his happy smiling face and his love of life.
Some news from the CKC re rule changes. I hope you obedience and Rally people have checked
out the proposed rule changes to start in January 2021. The obedience changes aren’t that huge,
mostly commonsense clarifications, but there are big changes for Rally, particularly in the
Master class. So that could be a fall project for you Rally guys: Start teaching those new signs.
I think that’s it for now. Hopefully we will all be able to see each other again soon. In the
meantime, stay safe, wash your hands, wear your masks, maintain social distancing, and,
especially, hug your dogs.
Gail Wormington
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motchreba@gmail.com
News Flash:
I would like to thank the GRCC Board of Directors for the token of appreciation received earlier
this week. (See photo.) I will always treasure this cherished memento. I especially love the
GRCC logo (as promised by the Board). Thank you all. “I love you and I kiss you!” (Quote
from JoJo – well-known and well-loved psychic from some years back in La Belle Province).
Your Humble Servant,
Gail
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~ British Columbia Director ~
Pat Beaulieu
Wow – summer’s almost over already. I feel like this year has been a bit of a blur. This is the
longest in over 30 years that Carol and I have gone without going to a dog event. Kind of
weird…
In BC, the GRCBC had a bunch of events planned for 2020. We had an obedience trial, a spring
hunt tests, a WC, a GRCC Booster on Vancouver Island, and our Annual Specialty all lined up.
All were cancelled.
The GRCBC was able to hold a limited-entry Hunt Test Picnic in late May. Joanne and Laureen
Kinney put us through some drills and marks, social distance style. The entry was limited to
GRCBC members, and the numbers were kept low to minimize possible COVID-19 exposure.
The weather was great, not too hot, and since it was the first time since early March that many of
us had been brave enough to venture out of our own yards, it was a fun and enriching day.
Thanks to Janice and John Gunn for donating the use of their land.
A couple of the field clubs from Vancouver Island did manage to hold hunt tests, but they were
limited entry, with a whole bunch of rules put in place to keep people safe. I admire them for
managing to do this so successfully. As such, the GRCBC has decided to go ahead with our fall
hunt test, on September 12th & 13th. The premium list will be out shortly.
I hope everyone has a safe and healthy rest of 2020.
Respectfully yours,
Pat Beaulieu
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~ Atlantic Director ~
Frank MacArthur

Well I hope everyone is having a great Covid summer and is remaining safe. The Atlantic
Region has been very quiet, with no conformation shows being held. However, we have been
having a few outdoor events for hunt tests and sanction matches going on throughout the
Maritime Bubble. Our dogs are loving the attention they are getting as we have been spending a
lot more time with them at home. As we are progressing within the Atlantic bubble, we are
making more plans to hold events in the future.
CKC has given approval for a WC event to be held on September 19, 2020 at Aqua Terra
Kennels, 50 Ridge Road, Upper Stewiacke NS
Maritime Golden Retriever Club activities
The Maritime Golden Retriever club held a two-day FIELD DAY event on July 25th/26th at
Aqua Terra Kennels in Upper Stewiacke NS. Instructing the event was Catherine Vessay and Jill
Cairns who went far beyond to make the two- day event a very educational experience. Their
first day included demonstrations of advanced retriever skills, discussion of “What is a WC
anyway and what does my dog need to know”, introducing your dog to retrieving bumpers,
ducks, launchers, throwers. On Sunday, demonstrations on tracking and discussions of “What is
a TD anyway and what does my dog need to know”, and introducing your dog to beginning
tracking skills, and ended day ended with an introduction to dock diving, discussion of “What is
dock diving anyway and what does my dog need to know”. This was a wonderful weekend and
we hope to provide similar events in the future.
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So, in closing if you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to Contact Me, Frank MacArthur, Atlantic Director
at steedrider@hotmail.com or Phone 1-902-600-0109.
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It Takes a Village …
A Special “Thank You” from Ainslie Mills
As Chair of the GRCC Judge’s Education and Breed Standard Committee, I was so pleased with
the endorsement by a majority of voting members of our proposed revisions to the breed standard.
Our Committee (Ainslie Mills, Louise Grant, Karin Klouman and Kim Sheehan) worked together
over many months on this project and had some thoughtful and insightful discussions. Two of our
members were also dealing with a great deal on a personal level– Karin Klouman, who had a
terrible fire in her home and has been dealing with associated issues of rebuilding and a temporary
living situation, and Kim Sheehan who works in the medical field in the midst of a pandemic. Both
made time to contribute and be very involved in the process and I was so appreciative of their
dedication.
When it came time to sort out the technology and means of voting, Rob Paterson stepped up to the
plate to formulate a ballot, act as scrutineer and give us the results in fine style. Jane Christy was
able to provide the correct membership list to meet CKC criteria of eligible voters. Thank you to
all who voted!
I know I was very disappointed when the GRCC National was cancelled, along with so many other
anticipated events. Yet again, Club members stepped up and organized a virtual specialty show.
What a great entry! Special acknowledgement and thanks to Robyn McGonigle for all her efforts in
finding volunteer judges, organizing all the entries, producing a great photo catalogue and getting
the results out so quickly. It was great fun and I personally would like to see another virtual show
in the spring, maybe with a theme like a veteran show for Golden Oldies or Gone but Not Forgotten
for great Goldens of the past.
When Val Corner asked Barrie and I to judge the calendar photo contest we were both honoured
and excited. Here is another Golden person stepping up to the plate to help our Club with funding
for the National. Val encouraged submissions, checked that people were in the correct categories,
send a flash drive full of amazing pictures for us to consider and is in the process of arranging the
printing of the calendar. Make sure you order one. It will be a wonderful thing to look at a great
Golden photo each month. Thanks to all who took the time to submit some wonderful photos of
our beautiful, heart-warming and often comical breed.
These are just a few individuals who are working for our Club and our Goldens. Thank you all for
your service to our breed and our Club. All too often our volunteers, including our Executive
Officers and Board of Directors are not recognized for their efforts on behalf of us all. They are
spread from sea to shining sea and all have a love of Golden Retrievers in common. I encourage
everyone to consider getting more involved and joining in the fun of being a part of this great Club.
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BREED STANDARD VOTING
RESULTS
On August 4th, 2020 a notice was sent to all eligible Ordinary
members of the GRCC, requesting they submit their vote for the
proposed breed standard changes. Reminders were sent on August
11th, 15th & 17th. Voting closed on August 18th, 2020.
The GRCC is happy to announce that the CKC’s requirement of a twothirds majority of those members voting in favor of the proposed
standard has been exceeded. The Judges Education Committee has
initiated the next step and submitted materials to the CKC. We are
awaiting the verification by CKC of our ballot results
and confirmation our proposal can proceed to “Publish for
Comment” stage.
In the members only section of the website you will find both the
original breed standard as well as the proposed revision (in PDF
format). A detailed breakdown of the vote is also included. We will
continue to update the membership as the process continues. The
image below is a copy of the voting summery.
Rob Paterson
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GRCC Breed Standard Vote
Summary
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MINUTES – 2020 ANNUAL BOARD MEETING
July 31, 2020 VIA ZOOM
In attendance:
Bruce Russell
Rob Paterson
Jill Cairns
Christine Kobler
Wendy Galt
Kim Sheehan
Pat Beaulieu
Jasmine DeBlois
Connie Johnson
Gail Wormington
Frank McArthur
Lynn Walker
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1.
Call meeting to order at 5:00 PST and was opened by Bruce Russell.
2.

Motion made by Christine and seconded by Bruce to accept the 2020
Agenda – Carried Unanimously.
a.

Motion made by Christine and seconded by Bruce to accept the 2019
Annual Board Meeting Minutes – Carried Unanimously

b.

Reports: No questions were brought forward regarding the various
Reports. Discussion was held regarding GRCC events in BC which
were planned but had to be cancelled because of COVID. Rob was
looking into getting the Club incorporated so that we could use
PayPal for members. Discussion held regarding this. A Committee
will be formed to look into this.
Motion made by Bruce Russell and seconded by Wendy Galt to accept
the 2020 Reports. - carried unanimously.

3.

OLD BUSINESS - Bruce asked the Board if anyone had any comments on
the old business from 2019. Jill asked if the Board was provided with a
list of members who had not renewed. It was confirmed, it was provided
to Board Members.
Gail brought up for discussion the Priority Dates for Toronto. Connie
gave information to the Board regarding this. It is virtually impossible to
have a stand-alone specialty in Ontario anymore. Frank expressed
CKC's willingness to do anything they can to allow shows to happen
because of COVID. Bruce explained that CKC Rules still must be
followed. Discussion was held about the directions that dog shows are
going will likely change greatly due to the COVID situation. General
discussion followed. Connie will look into getting a priority date with the
Toronto Club for 2022 in Ontario.
Gail asked if anything was decided on the logo that was created for the
Scotland gathering. Rob said that idea was scrapped because of the
uproar about it.
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4.

NEW BUSINESS
a.

Date and time of 2020 AGM.
Discussion was held regarding the date/time of the AGM. Motion made
by Bruce Russell seconded by Lynn Walker to set the 2020 AGM to be
September 17th, 2020 - 5:00PM PST. - carried unanimously

b.

Expenditures requiring reimbursement - A motion needs to be made
and discussed regarding expenses being incurred without Board
Approval.
Christine wanted to remind all board members that expenses cannot be
incurred (that require reimbursement) without Board approval. This
policy will be decided upon and put into the Policy and Procedures
Manual.

c.

Committee to update Annual Awards.
Gail updated the Board on this process.

d.

How did we do with 2019 agenda items? Do any need attention?
Covered in previous discussion.

e.

Facebook page – do we want it to be members only? Would that
make it more active if members could post? If not, how do we
increase posts/responses to messages?
Jill is looking to have a FB page that will be more interactive with Club
Members. She would like members to be able to post photos and
activities that they are working on. Discussion held about what Jill is
hoping this will become.
Christine and Jasmine volunteered to
moderate/admin the group along with Jill. It would be a GRCC
Member's Conversation Group. Jill will set up the Group and let
Jasmine and Christine know.
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f.

Life members – do we have a list, and should we feature them on the
website with a short bio of when they were inducted, contributions
to the GRCC etc.
We discussed life membership versus honorary membership. Christine
has circulated the most recent membership list to the Board. Kim said
that she would like a page on the website to feature all of our life
members. Discussion was held to look into old Leaves editions to get
info on the life members. Jill will start with the current membership and
go from there.

g.

Hall of Fame recipients listed on the website
Discussion took place on this.

h.

Update of versatility certificate requirements – is it a logical next step
now that awards and HOF are updated.
We need a committee chair, just like awards and hall of fame. Gail
suggested we wait till we are done with the Annual Awards. Gail will
chair the committee and Jill and Jasmine volunteered to help.

i.

Creation of a manual for “How to Host a National or Specialty.
This is part of the Policy and Procedures Manual. It will be big job and
will be broken up into different sections.

j.

Creation of a Policy and Procedures manual – I’ve seen mention of it
back in 2015. Was it ever started?
Wendy will look in her stuff, so will Jill, to find a Policy and Procedures
Manual that we can base ours on. Discussion held. Frank will ask Marg
Bethune to send it to Bruce. Bruce will co-ordinate the creation of this
manual.

k.

Nametags for board members at the 2021 National.
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Lynn will make name tags for board members to wear when attending a
National Specialty.

l.

How can we increase GRCC membership with breeders? Why are
breeder members not adding themselves to the breeders list?
Discussion held on whether clearances should be a "must" or a
"should", dogs being bred under 24 months old by GRCC Members
and what can/should be done regarding this. Further discussion
held on how to increase membership in the GRCC.
Motion made by Frank and seconded by Connie to remove the fee
for the Breeder's List commencing 2021. Rob will write something
up for the fall issue of the Leaves to announce this.
We have had a few members join the club because of the free
membership for puppy people.

m.

Printing cards of the 2020 Photo Contest winner
Motion made by Jill and seconded by Frank that the winner of the
annual photo contest will be used in the printing of the note cards
used by Board Members in various situations. The required
number copies will be made by Jill and distributed to Board
Members. Jill will be reimbursed for printing and postage once
receipts are submitted to Wendy. Total cost not to exceed $125.00.

n.

Committee to Review and update Constitution and By-laws/Code of
Ethics (Bruce)
Discussion followed.

o.

Nomination of Honorary Members.

p.

Nomination of Honorary Members.
Discussion followed. Moved by Bruce and seconded by Frank that
the individuals will be nominated at the Annual General Meeting
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as Honorary members. Write-ups will be done by appropriate
board members.

q.

Nomination of life members.
Discussion followed. Frank proposed two names for life
membership. Frank will prepare write-ups and bring it back to the
Board.

r.

Policy and Procedures Manual.

s.

Archives, Creation and maintenance of Club Records.
Bruce initiated discussion on this.

t.

Awards Booklet, updating and producing either hard copy or
download off the website.
Bruce initiated discussion on this.

u.

Website
Bruce initiated discussion on this. Traffic is very high on the
website; bandwidth is increased regularly. History being added
as can be.

v.

Future Direction of GRCC
General consensus is we need to focus on education. We need to
have more focus on where to go and what we are doing. Gail
would like to see far more articles geared towards pet people.
Bruce would like each board member to submit at least one
education article to Rob for publication on the website. We will
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focus on public education versus breeder education. Bruce
discussed having new banners made which could be put up at
events.

w.

The next five years
General discussion followed

x.

5-10-year plan
General discussion followed

y.

Ways and Means, future direction and possibly new Committee
Chairperson.
General discussion followed.
system.

We need a new online payment

Meeting closed at 8:13pm PST Motion made by Pat to adjourn.
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BREEDERS LIST UPDATE
~ Judy Stewart ~
Below are the number of people visiting the breeders list page for each month.
January - 1,476
February - 1,423
March - 2,007
April - 3,983
May - 4,988
June - 3,630
July - 3,198
Total: 20,705 people viewed the breeders list within a 7-month period.

BABY DOGS by Glenda Brown
I received an e-mail from Julia Dezarov asking if I would do an article on starting a
new puppy. I don’t consider myself an expert in this regard, but I will tell you how I
have raised my pups. I think they have turned out well. At the end of this, I will list
some books and videos which might prove helpful
There have been some excellent articles in Everything Golden about various aspects
of raising puppies written by Pat Quinn. I would recommend going through those
first for the “nitty-gritty” and I will expand on them a bit by writing about some of the
things that I do.
First, I would like to explain my philosophy on raising pups, actually, on raising all
young things. I feel it is far too easy to push a puppy too soon and too fast, for the
benefit of our own egos, rather than for the benefit of the pup. If you are interested in
having the youngest Golden to accomplish something specific in the field, this is
probably the wrong article for you. I have had pups get a JH at six months of age, but
they had not been collar conditioned or pushed unduly. It wasn’t a goal I had, I just
entered them because I was running an older dog in Master and I thought it would be
a good way for the pup to get some marks.
A few stories---it seems I always start out this way!!!! I grew up riding and
competing with horses, and I saw many young horses that looked good at an early age
yet burn out far too soon due to over pressure and/or overwork. I have seen the same
with dogs.
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When I was a young parent, my closest friend at the time had a young daughter a few
months younger than mine. I became concerned that my Lisa might have a learning
problem since she was so happy but still didn’t read, do complicated puzzles or do
what Barbie seemed to be doing at about age three. Sue spent hours working daily
with Barbie on all these things. Lisa and I would dance around the house, sing funny
songs, go on walks, play with pots and pans, etc. but Lisa wasn’t reading or even
trying to read. She did love it when I read to her. We moved away the next year. I
heard from Sue (and from other friends) that when Barbie entered kindergarten, she
literally had a nervous breakdown and was hospitalized and then needed therapy. She
had had too much pressure too soon and too fast. Lisa went on to enter the GATE
program when in 4th grade, attend an outstanding university for undergraduate work,
and an equally well known one for graduate work. I believe puppies need some time
to go on walks, play with pots and pans, and dance around the house. You can even
read to them.
When a puppy first arrives at my house, I do the same thing whether I am planning to
compete in obedience or in the field. I use food to teach them to sit and focus on me. I
use food to get them to come to me. I use food to encourage them to learn to heel
beside me. I teach them to sit before they receive a meal. They learn to sit before we
go in and outdoors. They learn to be happy in their crate. Everything is on a very
positive basis. If a correction is needed, a “no, no” or sometimes a shake of their
scruff usually works well. I have been known to utter a low growl. Gradually, the use
of food is diminished with praise replacing it. Then, every so often they are surprised
to receive both praise and food!
Field persons tend to take their pups with them to trials far before vets seem to agree
pups should be out in the wide world. I feel in this regard, it is important to use
common sense. I suggest getting their early shots, although they should have
immunity for a time through their mothers. I don’t let them wander around----too
many big dogs might mistake a little pup for a lovely chew toy. I do let all sorts of
persons hold the pup, love up the pup, and I will sit with the pup on my lap and let it
be exposed to all the sounds of a trial. It is popped in its crate in the car when I am
busy, and it learns to be quiet in that crate. The crate actually is a great place to be,
lovely toys (that can’t be readily destroyed), warm blankie, and friends in adjacent
crates. A cookie works well at teaching the pup to “kennel” and go eagerly into his
crate.
My Trev was one of the easiest pups I have had to raise. He arrived from Georgia and
I picked him up at LAX. The next day I had to leave for Portland, Oregon, as I was
judging a trial and then planned to run a few, so the car was full of my other
dogs. Trev quickly learned to adjust to the travel and being around other dogs
(mine). I would take him in my room in the motel, put him in his crate at night, and
the moment I heard him stir, would throw on a jacket over my field trial jammies, pop
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outside, and let him air. He then went right back into his crate and immediately fell
asleep, or if not sleepy, he would entertain himself quietly.
During set up day, I took him along with me and he followed after me, explored the
area, and when he got tired, he went in his crate. While I was judging, friends would
get him out, play with him, air him, and socialize him. He settled right into this
schedule, and as we continued to other trials, he was quite at home. In the room in the
evening, I would do a little obedience with food---the sit, heel, and come I
mentioned. He would cuddle up with me while I read, or we would play
games. During the day, I would get him out on a long lead and take him for walks,
explore the area, and, again, visit with lots of different persons. If it was safe, I would
let him off the lead and let him follow me about. When he was distracted, I would
pop behind a tree or bush (watching him) and when he became worried where I was, I
would pop out, get down on my knees and clap and call him, then give him lots of
love and attention when he came running over to me. Often, he could find a cookie
available. Coming to me when I called became very rewarding. In addition to getting
low to the ground to encourage a pup to come to you, you can turn and run
(sometimes just moving in place) away from him like a game of chase.
As he got a little older, I would take him out with a few of my other dogs and let them
romp around. Suddenly, I would call and/or blow my whistle, and all would come
running, including Trev. The dogs all then sat and received a cookie, so it reinforced
that coming when called was good. In addition, he learned that a whistle blown a
certain way meant to come to me.
I believe in exposing pups to as many different environments as you can. Again,
everything is done in a positive fashion and done in areas where a pup can’t get lost or
possibly attacked by another dog. I would take a pup to the beach and let him follow
me in the sand, wading in and out of the small waves----being careful not to let him
get in a situation where the waves could prove frightening. I would take him on horse
paths where there were leaves, new scents, dirt, rocks, and various terrain
changes. We walked on ice plant, through bushes and high cover. We climbed over
low lying logs, walked through puddles and across small creeks. Thinking back, I had
a tremendous amount of fun as well as did Trev. Early on, your pup wants to be with
you and will follow you eagerly. I just kept reinforcing this.
Shopping malls are excellent places to take a pup, although I would usually try to go
at a time when it wasn’t too overwhelming. Persons love to visit with a puppy; he
sees all sorts of sights and hears various sounds. In front of a grocery, he can hear
carts clattering together, trucks being unloaded, and smell various scents. Obviously,
the pup is on lead. If something worries or frightens the puppy, I do not encourage
this by telling him he is okay and a good boy as I feel this just reinforces his fear. I
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will stand quietly there while he works it out and once he accepts it, I will then praise
and move on.
If I had an older dog around who was very good with pups, I would include this dog
on some of the walks. All of my dogs loved pups, it was just that some wanted to
play too wildly when the pup could easily be hurt by being knocked over. I had a
couple of big, macho males, who would lie on their backs and let a pup jump all over
them, play with their ears and tails, and mock “fight” with them. Even though these
males were so gentle, I did not allow this to take place unsupervised. I have known of
pups that were unintentionally hurt by larger dogs.
When I introduced a puppy to water, I would choose warm weather (easy for me to
say living in Santa Barbara, California!) and shallow water. I would put on shorts and
wade in and encourage the pup to follow me. Again, I have had a few older dogs
which were wonderful with pups, and I would have them come in the water with me
and the pup. Before you knew it, the pup was following them out deeper and deeper,
and the next thing the pup was swimming. Poor old Hammer (who became an FC
AFC) used to have pups hang on to his ears, grab his scruff or his tail or use him as a
flotation device. As the puppy gained more and more confidence, soon the puppy was
swimming happily on his own. I tried to make this situation as upbeat as possible. As
a pup grew older, I would let him swim around with a few of the other dogs and he
learned water was a fun place to be.
At home, the pup would be in the family room with all the other dogs in the
evenings. I would have an x-pen set up that I could pop him into if I had to leave the
room or if the older dogs were tired of being harassed. The pup would become used
to the sounds of a television, of a vacuum cleaner, of persons talking, and of all the
other sounds produced by household activity.
I made sure the puppy was an active member of the family. He was not stuck outside
in a run without any friends around but was with me a large percentage of the
time. His crate was his friend, and he went into it to sleep---often, if I had a crate out
with the door open, he would go into it on his own when he decided a nap was
needed.
Next month I will go into how I start marks, baby blinds, and introduce a pup to birds,
sounds of guns, and the activities surrounding field work.
There are many good books and videos out there re training pups. For much of the
basic good citizen type accomplishments, I would turn to some of the top obedience
instructors who have written about this or have videos. I know Connie Cleveland has
some good books and videos. Dianne Bauman has a book that is still being used. For
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common sense methods, “Mother Knows Best” by Carol Lea Benjamin is one I
recommend to a lot of persons who want a good, well behaved dog.
One of my favorite books, and it is falling apart from being used, is “Playtraining
Your Dog” by Patricia Gail Burnham. It was published in 1980 and may be hard to
get (ISBN 0-312-61689-9), but what I like best about it is not her obedience
instructions but her philosophy on dog training. Another good book along these lines
is the paperback “Don’t Shoot the Dog” by Karen Pryor. Marilyn Fender wrote a
series of articles on introductory training of pups for the field for “Online Magazine”
published by Dennis Voigt in Canada (www.retrieversonline.com). Dennis has an
excellent magazine that I read from start to finish, take apart and file the articles,
etc. If you are interested, he has back issues available as well as a list of which
articles are in what previous issues. In addition, it is a great source for young dog
training articles, articulately written and well diagrammed.
Jackie Mertens has a video on puppy training that is excellent. It is called Sound
Beginnings Retriever Training and can be ordered through YBS Media 1-800-8485963. It costs $39.95 plus $6.50 SH. It is well worth the money.

Next issue will be out the 3rd week of November! As always,
please send me anything at all! Photos, brags, litters,
complaints, articles, suggestions. I welcome it all!
Jill
goldnz@eastlink.ca
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